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And goodbye to all that

After the Soviet collapse

A globe redrawn
Nov 5th 2009

From The Economist print edition

Welcome to the new world disorder

TO RUSSIA’s once and possibly
future president, Vladimir Putin, the
collapse of the Soviet Union—two
years after the fall of the Berlin Wall
—was “the greatest geopolitical
catastrophe” of the 20th century. It
set off shocks that were felt across
the globe. Russians who lived
through the ruinous inflation and
currency woes of the early post-
Soviet years paid a heavy price. Yet
few ouside Russia lamented the
passing of the century’s last failed
empire.

Even Russians had seen worse. For them, the 20th century had already brought
the first world war, with the Bolshevik grab for power, followed by Stalin’s self-
induced famine, which killed millions. By contrast, the end of the cold war was
hardly devastating. The post-1945 nuclear stand-off between the Soviet Union and
the West had brought a perilous stability, but had generated proxy wars from
Korea and Vietnam to Angola, Central America and Afghanistan—a continuation of
cold war by more traditional bloody means. Indeed the collapse of Soviet influence
around the world went unmourned outside Russia, except by those who had relied
on it to seize and hold power. Yet how had the end come so fast? And how would
it refashion a world forged over four decades of superpower domination and
rivalry?

Some credit Ronald Reagan’s
“star wars” dream of a
missile-defence shield with
engineering the Soviet
demise: superior technology
had threatened the Kremlin
with a new, unaffordable arms
race. Yet the Soviet Union
could still have overwhelmed
such defences simply by
turning out ever more rockets
—one reason the defences
were never built. In many
ways it was the Soviet Union
that lost the cold war, rather
than America that won it.

Aside from raw military might,
every other source of
apparent Soviet strength had
been hollowing out for years. Central planning worked when progress could be
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marked in tonnes of steel or cement, or tanks and rockets. But its perverse
incentives also led to factories churning out stuff no one wanted, while shops were
empty of the things they craved, from fresh meat to fridges. Subtracting value—
producing goods worth less in real terms than the materials used to make them—
could not go on for ever. Meanwhile, shortages created a crime-ridden black
economy that, by some estimates, was worth as much as 30% of the real one,
perhaps more.

Even without the fall of the Berlin Wall, and under Mikhail Gorbachev’s new
management, the Soviet Union would have struggled in vain (Russia struggles
still) to adapt this behemoth to the information age and the microchip. Abroad,
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Comecon, a trading block melded
from the Soviet Union, seven European satellites, Mongolia, Cuba and eventually
Vietnam, functioned only with massive Soviet subsidy and in worthless soft
currencies. Imperial overstretch—financing guerrilla movements in Africa, Asia and
Latin America and supporting cash-strapped and unloved regimes from Angola to
Afghanistan—increased the strain.

Other recently expired empires, such as the British, Dutch, French, had left some
residue for locals grudgingly to admire: habits of administration, a legal system,
even just a useful language. Not the Soviet one. Its traces were quickly swept
away as east Europeans dashed for freedom and free markets. But with it went a
pattern of global order based on competition between the Soviet Union and
America, and also in part on a battle for influence with a rising China within the
communist and non-aligned worlds. As the Soviet Union deserted both battlefields,
no corner of the world was left unchanged.

First the few pro-Soviet regimes, particularly Cuba and Vietnam, took a severe
economic knock as friendship prices and raw-material subsidies first dwindled,
then disappeared overnight. Trade links snapped. No longer able to sell its sugar,
nickel and oranges at vastly inflated prices, or import artificially cheap Soviet oil,
Cuba plunged into severe recession. By the mid-1990s its economy had shrunk by
a third. Because it was bankrupt, Cuba was forced to stop propping up the
Sandinista regime in Nicaragua. It had to watch the fizzling of other Central
American leftist insurrections. Funds were cut to Marxist movements throughout
the continent.

Africa also felt the jolts. Cuban troops, originally shipped and airlifted in and
sustained by Soviet military planners, were pulled out of Ethiopia in 1989 and two
years later from Angola, where they had kept Marxist regimes in power. The
communist threat collapsed across southern Africa as the war in Mozambique
wound down. Concluding that communism, for long the great bogeyman of South
African politics, no longer posed a threat, the country’s whites-only regime
released Nelson Mandela from prison. It then allowed the free elections that swept
away apartheid.

Yet if Africa had had too much big-power attention for its own good in the 1980s,
after the Soviet collapse, arguably, it had too little. With the tussle for influence
over, the world largely looked away as Rwanda was engulfed in genocide and
Congo sank into interminable internal strife. Thus began a debate about who
should keep the peace when there was none to keep.

In Asia, too, the proxy wars were over, but the thawing of the cold one still
brought big changes. One loser was North Korea. In search of hard currency for
its oil and weapons, Russia had already established new ties with more
prosperous South Korea just before the Soviet collapse. A pragmatic China quickly
followed. In Vietnam, loss of its Soviet backers led the regime to explore
economic reforms and better relations with its neighbours—even, later, with
America, its old enemy.

India had depended heavily on the Soviet Union for military hardware and political
support against both China and Pakistan. America and China, with which India had
once fought a disastrous border war, both had close ties to Pakistan. It took
prickly India a long time but, having opened up to more Western investment, it
then improved relations with America: a needed counterweight to a China that
loomed larger as Russian influence and largesse fell away.

North-east Asia, meanwhile, was left trying to manage an awkward five-way
balance between a rising China, a weakened Russia, a distracted America, an
aspiring South Korea and an uncertain Japan. Despite healthy trade links, it still
is.

In that cockpit of superpower rivalry, the Middle East, Soviet arms sales to Syria,
Iraq and others had done nothing to advance the cause of peace between the
Arab states and Israel. Now it was America’s moment: 1991 saw not only the
success of the American-led coalition in the first Gulf war, but also the beginning
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of serious peace talks. Even the Palestinians’ leader, Yasser Arafat, realised there
was no alternative now to American mediation, although Syria, Iraq and Iran
rejected it. In the end Arafat too balked at a deal. Disappointment and then the
September 2001 attacks on New York and Washington, took America’s attention,
as the world turned upside-down once more.

And the supposed unipolar moment, when America was left to bestride a single-
superpower world? To successive American administrations in the 1990s, dealing
with Somalia, Rwanda, a nuclear-capable North Korea, UN Security Council
divisions over weapons inspections in Iraq, the spreading violence of al-Qaeda and
the rise of China, the new world order seemed more like chaos and disorder. With
hindsight, a confusingly multipolar world was in the making even then.
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